Soul sounds set for ‘star’ concert
If you think the Repertory Music Co. plays long-hour music, you may be partially correct. That group of student-strumming musicians will be in concert Wednesday evening, Aug. 7, in the Audubon Hall.

The 7:30 p.m. concert is the first in a series of three outdoor concerts each entitled ‘Concert Under the Stars.’

Featuring four men and a lass, the Repertory Music Co. plays contemporary music—what it calls a little rock, a little blues, perhaps a little esoteric.

This will be a perfectly matched concert. Performers will be playing ‘hard-core electric’ while audience members will be playing ‘hard-core electric.’ The two groups will be seated in the third summer green area behind the Little Theatre.

A group spokesman said that the outdoor concerts are ‘grand-garden’ and ‘progressive.’ These ‘outdoor concerts’ will be treated in the Repertory Music Co. style.

“We have a Dove in our group,” the spokesman said. “That is one of the original 200 steel guitars of the kind. The guy who plays it does an excellent thing.”

The Wednesday evening outdoor concert will be followed by two more Wednesday evening concerts. The Repertory Plowed at the Avocado Farm on Aug. 14 and The Vintage Voice will appear in the evening of Aug. 28. All three star-bathed concerts are sponsored by the Summer Repertory Music Co.

Dean outlines study system
Why are you in college?
George Mulder, associate dean of counseling and testing, speaking at the noon speaker summer program stated, “I have found that most students are in college for the wrong reason. They come here just to take classes. They come without a real goal of what they want to do in life.”

Mulder continued by stating that most people rush through life and don’t slow down long enough to live. “If I have developed something that will work, we are going to study the college.”

The college system involves four different categories: preview, class, homework, and review.

“Review involves using the time before class to study. When one student, the material is important, the lectures will be more interesting. I recall the time I regret the writing chapter in history, my freshman year in college. The instructor went ahead and lectured about that chapter. I looked around and found most people were asleep, this was unexpected because I had previewed it before."

Class is the second part of Mulder’s unit system. “How many times have you seen people go to class and learn that if they were to read, they are not ready to study. Learn yourself ready to study confined Mulder.

Network is the next part of (Continued on page 4)
Pat* tours were to have been taken by students with the central coast area, also designed to familiarise students with San Luis Obispo County in general. "We had hoped to show them the southern California, and San Luis Obispo, "Lucin admitted, "but no plans have been limited."

"There might be a bit of a apathy," Lucin admitted, "but no more than during the rest of the year. When the enrolment is as low as it is now, what apathy there is hurts a great deal more."

"Next summer," Lucin said, "we intend to approach next summer the exact same way. "Our real job is to meet the needs of the students. All we can do is to set up a schedule of events and tours. If students fail to respond, then we have an accurate record of interest."

In reference to next summer, Lucin stated that he is "open to suggestions and/or criticism."

Two tours remain on the calendar for this summer, pending student response. Airplane flight over the central county area will be offered on Aug. 4, and a helicopter tour of San Luis Obispo will be offered on Aug. 10.

Further details on both of these dates may be obtained at the TCU.

Bio major secures study program
The San Luis Obispo Heart Association has awarded Mary Ann Marie a 10-week study program at the Pasadena Foundation for Medical Research.

Miss Marie has completed her sophomore year as a biological science major.

Dr. Anthony Wolfe, president of the County Heart Association, said it is from the ranks of science students that the scientist who will find the ultimate answer to heart attacks may come. He said the local Heart Association is very interested and involved in encouraging talented young people toward careers in medical research.

The California Heart Association established the Heart Association Internship Program in 1967. Almost 600 students have taken part in the program since its beginning.
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Student apathy cause of tour collapse and unsuccessful summer trips —Lucin by John Fitzrandolph Staff Writer

To this date, six API-sponsored tours were to have been taken by Summer Session and Summer Quarter students—there have only been two. The reason for the tour failures is basic: Student interest in summer tours has been limited.

Activities advisor John Lucin says that the tours were originally designed to familiarize students with the central coast area, south of San Luis Obispo County in general. "Many students come here from distant locations," Lucin said. "We had hoped to show them the beauty and distinctiveness of our area. Apparently the interest has not been as great as we had anticipated."

Lucin stated that many summer students are older, working on graduate programs, and not excited about the tours Others, he said, "have families, and don't realize that their families are welcome on the tours."

The work load of summer sessions, he noted, "is often too great to afford a great deal of leisure time."

"There might be a bit of apathy," Lucin admitted, "but no more than during the rest of the year. When the enrolment is as low as it is now, what apathy there is hurts a great deal more."

"Next summer," Lucin said, "we intend to approach next summer the exact same way. "Our real job is to meet the needs of the students. All we can do is to set up a schedule of events and tours. If students fail to respond, then we have an accurate record of interest."

In reference to next summer, Lucin stated that he is "open to suggestions and/or criticism."

Two tours remain on the calendar for this summer, pending student response. Airplane flight over the central county area will be offered on Aug. 4, and a helicopter tour of San Luis Obispo will be offered on Aug. 10.

Further details on both of these dates may be obtained at the TCU.

Historic area tour
A tour of San Luis Obispo's historic areas will be conducted Saturday, Aug. 10, by Mrs. Louis Clary Dart, head of the San Luis Obispo Museum. Any student interested in geology or archaeology may obtain details in the Activities Office, T.C.U.

The tour will include the Sin- sherman Building, an adobe, the Mission and other historical spots.

Folk-rock concert
Cuesta College Auditorium will be the location of a folk-rock happening this Friday and Saturday nights, Aug. 5 and 6, when 16 bands from up and down the California coast will converge to offer two full evenings of entertain­ ment. In the 1968 Cuesta Folk-Rock Concert, officials said. In addition to the eight bands which will perform each night from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., there will be many individual performers, and additional psychedelic sights and lights to set the stage for each show.

Epic Records will sponsor the concert.

Due to limited seating it is expected tickets will be sold in advance. They can be pur­ chased for $8 a night at the King and Queen Board of the Brown, Gisele N. or Pat Ferrer in San Luis Obispo.

"Duffy" slates talk
Duffy Daughtery, band foot­ ball coach at Cuesta College, will speak at Noon, Tuesday, Aug. 6, in Science III.

"Historian to speak
"Historian San Luis Obispo" will be the subject of a talk given by Louis Clary Dart, who will speak at Noon Speaker Series on Wednesday, Aug. 7, in Science I.

Instructor studies anti-cancer drugs at research program in New York
Dr. Hewitt G. Wight of the Chemistry Department, isn't having a dull summer. Along with six other faculty and graduate students, Dr. Wight has been invited to participate in the 16th Summer Research Participation Program at Rockefeller Memorial Institute, a research organization in Buffalo, N.Y.

During his stay at the Institute, Dr. Wight will be working in a chemical laboratory of the Institute of Chemistry at the University of California at Berkeley and has been a faculty member of both institutions.

Before coming to Poly in 1966, Dr. Wight served as an officer in the U.S. Army and on the faculty of St. Martin's College, Olympia, Wash.

The Rockefeller Memorial Institute is a part of the New York State University System and offers visiting scientists the opportunity to work with the leading scientists and on projects of mutual benefit.

Dr. Wight is a graduate of the University of Utah and the University of California at Berkeley and has been a faculty member of both institutions.

Dr. Wight's research is in the field of chemotherapy. He hopes to synthesize new drugs which are able to suppress the growth of cancerous tumors.
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SDX names outstanding member

Mike Williams, a spring graduate, majored in business and industrial journalism and was an active staff member of the Mustang Daily. The 24-year-old Chabria resident said the award "came as a complete surprise."

"A four-year stint in the Air Force had been his plan, until this week—when he failed to meet the physical requirements. Now he intends to land a job in his major field."

Mike Williams has been named "outstanding graduating member" of the local chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, a national journalism society.

Williams, a spring graduate, majored in business and industrial journalism and was an active member of the Mustang Daily. The 24-year-old Chabria resident said the award "came as a complete surprise."

"A four-year stint in the Air Force had been his plan, until this week—when he failed to meet the physical requirements. Now he intends to land a job in his major field."

Mike Williams has been named "outstanding graduating member" of the local chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, a national journalism society.

"A four-year stint in the Air Force had been his plan, until this week—when he failed to meet the physical requirements. Now he intends to land a job in his major field."
Unfinished look masks new dorms

The stark, slate-gray dormitories on the northeast portion of campus are nearing completion. Looking high and ghostly over concrete texture, other college tower project is exciting, but the other project, is exciting, but the

Gerard, Assistant Dean of Facilities Planning, "The entire ten-year plan is exciting and practical. The dormitories must be seen inside. They give an unfinished impression—because of their rough, concrete texture."

"Five of the tower dormitories are complete—Moorish or Mediterranean."

Of course, there also may well be a certain Spanish influence. Can a girl from a small town in the west come to Cal Poly and find happiness?

The interior of these buildings is another story. "The dorms must be seen inside to be appreciated," said Donald Gerard, Associate Dean of Facilities Planning. "The entire ten-year project is exciting, but the inside is far more beautiful than the outside."

Gerard admitted the project was expensive ($1 million), but he noted the rooms and courtyard are ready and practical. "Five of the towers are completely furnished and ready now," he said. "The remainder will be ready for the Fall Quarter."

There will be a private phone in each room. "Also in each room," he added, "one wall will be covered with tackboard for student use."

The college is paying for the monthly cost of the phones that including long-distance calls. Expensive? "Yes," said R. A. Baker, Campus Housing Manager. "For a ten-month term, it will cost $2670."

Further detailing the interior furnishings, Baker describes the comfort and walls of rooms as "off-white." The chairs and bookshelves, he said, "are molded with a walnut finish."

What about furniture colors? "The draperies—orange flame; carpet—orange and green; and phones—black," said Baker.

Baker said that some 12 architects (of state and national reputation) have visited the dorms recently. All 12, he explained, thought the design was different, and "liked it." He added, "Our is the only campus in the state system with this kind of design."

Rob Baker and Gerard were cautious about saying just what the building design should be labeled. "The structures have been called a number of things," said Gerard. "I would say probably, though, I'm not an architect—Moorish or Mediterranean."

Housing Manager Baker agreed with those two, and added another: "The large, beautiful inside archways have a kind of Roman feel."

Of course, there may well be a certain Spanish influence that is idealistic, of course. Sometimes, who's to say?" said Gerard. "It's still exciting right after class is ended and the smell of baking coffee. The key to studying is to be involved. Read your material and then ask yourself questions."

Review is also very important. Mulder believes. He recommends that a student go over all notes each time he studies, so that he will always be familiar with the material. "This system is idealistic of course. Sometimes who's to say? But you don't have to study right after class, so you don't have to review over before class. You could study at any time other way at the other time."

"Use the only the concep of the system. If you have three terms in a row, then do your projects early in the morning and go to class at 8 a.m.," concluded Gerard.

Rates increase $4 for nonresidents

Students with out of state residence will feel the pinch of California Inflation next September. A recent announcement by the Administration Office indicates that the Fall Quarter will cost students from other states $227 per unit. At more than the present rate. This makes the price of an average full unit load $290. The previous tuition for such students was $290 a quarter.

Going by this, the cost of one year of study for students who wish to be in attendance for all four quarters will be $1160. The nonresident fee for students of foreign countries may range at $80 a quarter and $6 for the four quarters a small annual. All nonresidents presently pay tuition beyond the normal fee. In addition to the tuition, out of state and foreign students pay the regular fee and some "contributions" for Student Union activities.

WINDBROWS ON EDUCATION... new dorms, Yosemite Halls, are nearly completed. Architecturally they are the only ones of their kind on a California State College campus. (photo by Olson)